
REQUIREMENTS TO BECOME AN IGA TUTOR

Applicant must have a valid IGA Membership.
Applicant must be a minimum of Level 3 in the desired discipline they wish to teach.
Must be eligible to work as self-employed.
Must be able to travel.
Availability to run courses on the weekend and for other venues.

Apply in writing to IGA with a copy of your CV to be passed onto the Executive
Committee.
The EC will have a discussion to ensure they agree that the coach will be suitable to
represent IGA as a Tutor.
If the applicant is accepted onto the Tutor programme the applicant would be
required to attend three courses including one that would have to be run under the
supervision of the senior tutor. 
Once all three courses have been completed the senior tutor will report back to the
EC, who will make their final decision. 
If successfully accepted as an IGA Tutor, applicants will be added to our list of
existing tutors and will be contacted about tutoring courses and dates for
availability.

IGA requirements that are necessary for becoming an IGA Tutor.

If you would like to become an IGA Tutor, we do require the following:

Welcome to the exciting opportunity to become a registered IGA Tutor and play a
pivotal role in shaping the future of gymnastics education. As a renowned organisation

committed to fostering excellence in coaching, the Independent Gymnastics
Association (IGA) is thrilled to invite passionate individuals to join our team of

dedicated tutors.

If you are enthusiastic about becoming an IGA Tutor, the application process is
designed to identify individuals with a passion for education and a deep understanding

of gymnastics principles. 

IGA is committed to upholding a superior standard of tutors to ensure the delivery of
coaching courses that are both educational and enjoyable. Maintaining this elevated

standard is of utmost importance to us. IGA retains the right to remove any tutors from
our program who do not meet this criterion, as it is crucial for sustaining the excellence

and quality of our educational offerings.


